Configuration
Management
in a Multi-Cloud Era
Companies are adopting hybrid
IT and moving to the cloud.
However, it's not just one cloud, but
multiple clouds both public and
private. You need a configuration
management solution that's flexible
enough to handle multi-cloud,
containers, and on-premises IT.

The Risks and Rewards
of Multi-Cloud:
Risks:

Rewards:

Data privacy and protection

Resource elasticity

Configuration compliance

Affordable scalability

Management complexity

Increased reliability

14% No

Despite the risks,
multi-cloud strategies
are growing.
The vast majority of firms consider their
cloud strategy as multi-cloud. (1)

86% Yes
Would you consider your cloud
strategy as multi-cloud?

Which clouds are
organizations adopting?

Worldwide public cloud market shares for IaaS and PaaS. (3)
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32% of companies pursuing
multi-cloud strategies are using
multiple public and private clouds for
different application workloads...
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which is helping drive public cloud
growth.
(1,3)

Multi-cloud discovery and configuration
management provide critical capabilities to
speed your cloud adoption.

Control and
compliance

Visibility

Transition
to cloud

Cost

View configurations
and map services

Control cloud
resources

Migrate from
on-premise to cloud

Only pay for
what you use

• Discover resources in AWS,
Azure, Google Cloud, and more

• Enforce compliance to
policies and best-practices

• Discover resource groups
that can move to cloud

• Cut unused resources

• Know when things change

• Create a single source of
truth for asset managment,
service management, and
more

• Service modeling and
software inventory

Did you know?
By 2022, over 90% of enterprises
worldwide will be relying on a mix of
on-premises/dedicated private clouds,
multiple public clouds, and legacy platforms
to meet their infrastructure needs. (4)

On-premises private clouds

Multiple public clouds

• Only pay for the
software you need

90%
On-premises infrastructure

Micro Focus has deep multi-cloud
discovery capabilities that enable full
configuration management
capabilities in the cloud.
Some of our multi-cloud configuration
management capabilities include:
Deep discovery of
dependencies and
resources deployed

Real-time, event-based
discovery for multi-cloud,
containers, and on-premises

Service and dependency
mapping

Cost and chargeback
management

Integration with service and
asset management solutions

Cloud resource
monitoring

Multi-cloud discovery across public and
private clouds, including containers:
OpenShift

OpenStack
Cloud
Foundry

Docker

Kubernetes

AWS

Google
Cloud

vCloud

Azure

Monitor and control your IT
environment with the Universal Discovery
and Universal CMDB from Micro Focus.
For more information, please visit:
www.microfocus.com/cmdb
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